Acoustic Emission Technique Applied in Textiles Mechanical Characterization
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Abstract. The common textile architecture/geometry are woven, braided, knitted, stitch boded, and Z-pinned. Fibres in textile form exhibit good out-of-plane properties and good fatigue and impact resistance, additionally, they have better dimensional stability and conformability. Besides the nature of the textile, the architecture has a great role in the mechanical behaviour and mechanisms of damage in textiles, therefore damage mechanisms and mechanical performance in structural applications textiles have been a major concern. Mechanical damage occurs to a large extent during the service lifetime consequently it is vital to understand the material mechanical behaviour by identifying its mechanisms of failure such as onset of damage, crack generation and propagation. In this work, textiles of different architecture were used to manufacture epoxy based composites in order to study failure events under tensile load by using acoustic emission technique which is a powerful characterization tool due to its link between AE data and fracture mechanics, which makes this relation a very useful from the engineering point of view.

1 Introduction

In order to predict the mechanical behavior of a composite during its service life, it is important to study the initiation and development of cracks and its effects induced by degradation. The onset of damage is related to the structural integrity of the component and its fatigue life. For this, among other reasons, non-destructive techniques have been widely used nowadays in composite materials characterization such as acoustic emission. Acoustic Emission (AE) analysis is an extremely powerful technology that can be deployed within a wide range of application of non-destructive testing: metal pressure vessels, piping systems, reactors and similar [1]-[4]. However lately, AE technique has been used extensively in materials characterization, especially on composite materials research by investigating properties of materials, breakdown mechanisms and damage behavior [5]-[7]. AE technique is the most powerful method since it correlates AE signals detected intimately to materials fracture mechanics, which makes this relation a very useful tool from the engineering point of view [7]. In this context, AE can also monitor the damage onset and the damage evolution as well as its profile in real time data, which can assess the structural integrity of the component under loading. Damage mechanisms up to failure are rather complex in composite laminates [8]. One reason is that several damages phenomena (matrix cracking, delamination, fibre breakage, fibre/matrix debonding, fibre pull-out, etc.) are acting alone or coupled. The identification and evaluation of damage or fracture stages of polymer composites are extremely complex due to a composite material exhibiting heterogeneous nature, lacking of uniformity in composition owing to its components and, therefore, the assignment may be controversial [9], [10]. The new advanced technologies in textile industry has allowed the emerge of novel fabric geometries used for composites reinforcement in addition to those traditionally produced. When textiles are used as reinforcements in composite materials, they exhibit very heterogeneous structures As a consequence, the stress and strain fields within it depend greatly on the constituents repartition, on their size and on their spatial arrangement [11]-[13]. In other words, it depends on the textile internal geometry. Hence, a characterization procedure must be able to deal with this geometrical heterogeneity and this mechanical anisotropy. This paper focuses in AE damage analysis in diverse textiles of different architecture/geometry, therefore, damage sequence and its dependence is discussed.

2 Case 1. Damage analysis in multiaxial textile reinforced composites

A multi-axial E-glass textile exhibiting a mass per unit area of 972 ±5% g/m2 and a [0º,+45º,90º,-45º] stacking
sequence was used as a reinforcement in epoxy resin matrix composite. The layers have relative mass fractions as indicated in Table 1 and are stitched together with a polyester multifil binding yarn. The unidirectional fiber bundles in the four planes are held together by a fine polyester thread in both sides. In the outer layer where fibers are running at 0°, the polyester (PES) thread is knitted in a zig-zag pattern and in the other side (outer layer at -45°) is knitted at 0° (Fig. 1).

Table 1. Technical specification of the textile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer orientation</th>
<th>Weight g/m²</th>
<th>Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>E-Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+45°</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>E-Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-45°</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>E-Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knit yarn</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>972 ± 5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Textiles interweaving, front and back.

Fig. 2 illustrates both sides of the Z-pinned multiaxial textile. Epoxy system chosen was completely transparent when cured allowing visualization of the textiles architecture. Using one layer of textile and epoxy resin system as matrix, a composite with a fibre volume fraction of about 18% was manufactured by wet lay-up process. Laminas were elaborated taking in account the two principal direction layers that conform the multiaxial textile (0°, and 90°).

The load (N)-time (s)-amplitude curves for samples when the textile is oriented at 0° is presented in Fig. 5A.

A Shimadzu universal machine was used to carry out mechanical tests in tension. The textile direction in question was parallel to load direction in which the samples were loaded to progressively higher strain at a cross-head speed of 0.5 mm/min. Acoustic emission sensors were attached to the sample as shown in Fig. 3A to obtain the signal in order to be related to de damage development and mechanisms of fracture.

During tensile loading, in each stress-strain curves, several discontinuities that are related to significant cracks developed transversally to the sample were observed. At a higher strain discontinuities were more frequent, the higher the load, the more cracks are formed. Samples at 90° exhibited slightly higher crack density (cracks per area). Apparently, textile geometry (stacking sequence) does not affect significantly the mechanical parameters values; however, damage development and propagation along samples depending on the loading direction are influenced by the PES knit yarn structure (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. A) Textile oriented at 0°, B) Textile oriented at 90°.
AE signal detected over 280 s are intimately related to the first deflection in the curve which is also correlated to the appearance of the first significant damage that emits high energy.

This damage is associated to matrix cracking in the composite. At 90º direction (Fig. 5B), is possible to observe more small discontinuities related with the AE signals identified as matrix cracking. Energy is augmented rapidly as the more cracking damage occurs. In all the samples tested in tension (0º, and 90º), no fiber breakage was observed or AE detected until total fracture happened. Samples at 90º exhibited an early damage development in comparison with 0º. Lower damage initiation at 90º samples apparently was due to the major amount of unidirectional glass fibres at 0º layer (denser) that is positioned perpendicular to the applied stress and allows more transversal matrix cracks to be developed along the coupon.

3 Case 2.- Mechanical properties of geotextiles: effect of architecture

Two geotextiles of different geometry were used to manufacture a polymeric matrix based composite material. First one is made of polyethylene-terephthalate (PET) fibers constituted by unidirectional threads (woven) oriented in longitudinal and transversal directions. Transversal yarns are wider presenting higher amount of filaments than in longitudinal direction. Second one is a polypropylene (PP) based geotextile constituted by a diagonal longitudinal “tape like” and transversal yarns having an oval shape in the intersections (Fig. 6). It is observed that this textile exhibits imperfections in the surface such a microcracks. In order to observe the onset and development of damage to identify the fracture progression, the textiles were placed in epoxy matrix to manufacture a composite material.

Geotextiles were mechanically characterized individually in tension mode in both longitudinal (0º), and transversal direction (90º), in order to compare their mechanical behavior. Composite materials were tensile tested in a Universal Machine Shimadzu using 5 kN load cell at 0.1 mm/min in order to observe the crack progression along the sample. Acoustic Emission sensors were attached to the composite samples in order to monitor damage in "real time “as seen in Fig. 3.

Results of mechanical behavior in tensile test coupled to acoustic emission analysis for epoxy/geotextile composites are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7A shows the stress-strain behavior of epoxy/PET geotextile composite tested in longitudinal and transversal direction respectively. In longitudinal direction, first EA signals are sensed at about 1.75% strain with high amount of signals with high amplitude (50-80 dB) less disperse. Such signals can be correlated to interfacial damage and matrix crack progression. On the other hand, stress-strain curve when epoxy/PET geotextile is tested in transversal direction,
AE signals were detected significantly sooner compared with the longitudinal sample. Stress-strain curve for epoxy/PP geotextile composite tested in longitudinal and transverse directions are presented in Fig. 7B. In composites tested longitudinally, AE signals showed up at lower strains (0.6%) after linearity but with higher amplitude. Higher cracking density was found between 0.7 and 1.2 that may be related to the extensive crack progression generated by the complex textile geometry. Mechanical tendency observed for epoxy/PP geotextile composites tested in transverse direction is somehow similar to longitudinal samples, however, transversal samples showed higher density of AE signals of significant amplitude. This effect may be related to the fact that this direction presented major stress resistance, therefore it requires more load and consequently, the damage generated in the composite can be larger.

4 Conclusions

In both cases, it has been demonstrated that architecture/geometry of the textiles are an essential factor that influences the mechanical behavior of a composite material and that it is dependent on the loading orientation. Damage cracking initiation, development and progression are governed by the way in which fiber bundles are interwoven. In Case 1, damage cracking development was affected by the polyester thread (zig-zag and unidirectional). It was demonstrated the influence of the textile stitched geometry in the initiation sites and the damage development of the composite. Zig-zag polyester knit yarn was observed to govern the transversal crack development while unidirectional (0°) polyester thread only influenced damage by the stitch knots and when it was oriented transversally to load direction. In the 90° direction, transversal flaws were formed due to fibre/matrix debondings that coalesce at higher strain to generate the significant cracks. These visible cracks have a nearly equidistant spacing and are equally distributed in the +45° and -45° plies. First AE signals detected during tensile tests were identified as damage induced in the material at the fibre/matrix interphase and demonstrated how damage initiation is affected by NCF orientation. In Case 2, mechanical properties were studied in geotextiles made of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polypropylene (PP), both textiles with different architecture/geometry of waving. Acoustic emission signals in epoxy/PP geotextile composite exhibited higher density in comparison to epoxy/PET geotextile composite. This effect indicates that epoxy/PP geotextile composite generates more damage events during tensile tests which are intimately related to the complexity of threads architecture/geometry that originates active concentrations sites that release energy when having internal damage. Finally, it was shown that Acoustic Emission technique is a powerful characterization tool for understanding materials mechanical response under any type of external load due to its link between AE data and fracture mechanics, which makes this relation a very useful for identification of damage sequence.
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